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Multitime Landau-Zener (MTLZ) model is a class of exactly solvable quantum many-body models which
is multitstate and multitime generalization of the two-state Landau-Zener model. Currently discovered MTLZ
models include the “hypercubes”, the “fans” and their direct product models. In this work, we prove two no-go
rules, named the “no K3,3” rule and the “no 1221” rule, which forbid the existence of exact solutions for models
with certain structures of interactions. We further apply these rules to show that for models with no more than
9 states, besides the models mentioned above there are no other MTLZ models. We also propose a scheme to
systematically classify cases that could possibly host MTLZ models. Our work could serve as a guideline to
search for new exactly solvable models within the MTLZ class.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In theoretical studies of quantum many-body problems, exactly solvable models are of great importance both from physical
and from mathematical points of view [1]. Through their exact solutions, physical pictures of these models can often be
understood more completely than other models; besides, they can serve as reference points for considering other related
unsolvable models. Mathematically, existence of exact solutions usually implies some underlying symmetries or algebras. The
search of exactly solvable quantum many-body models has been of long-term interest.

One famous exactly solvable quantum model is the Landau-Zener (LZ) model discovered in the 1930s [2–5], which is a
two-state model whose Hamiltonian depends linearly on time. Multistate generalizations of the LZ model have later been
studied and different types of models were found to be exactly solvable [6–19], in the sense that transition probabilities between
asymptotic states for an evolution from t = −∞ to t = ∞ according to the Schrödinger equation can be obtained analytically
in these models. Solutions of these models were either derived by detours on complex plane, Laplacian transformations, usage
of special functions or Lie algebraic techeniques, or obtained by applying the independent crossing approximation [20] with
confirmations by numerics. Applicability of these methods always requires strict constraints on parameters of the models, and
solution to a general multistate LZ model is not known. In [21] it was conjectured that special commutation relations lead to
solvable multistate LZ models. The recent discovery of “integrability conditions” for time-dependent quantum Hamiltonians [22]
points out a new method to find new solvable time-dependent quantum models. Models that satisfy the integrability conditions
may be exactly solvable, and these conditions applied to Hamiltonians with certain structures give a set of constraints on the
Hamiltonian’s parameters, solving which will identify models that could be solvable. This idea has been applied to different
types of Hamiltonians, and many new solvable models have been found [23–26].

This work focuses on a special class of multistate LZ models that satisfy the integrability conditions, called the multitime LZ
(MTLZ) model, which is multitstate and multitime generalization of the two-state LZ model (definition of the model will be
presented in Section II). This class of models was introduced in [19] and analyzed in great detail in [24]. In [19], it was proved
that any MTLZ model can be exactly solved. In [24], an approach to classify such solvable models was developed with the
help of presenting the parameters of the Hamiltinian as data on graphs. The integrability conditions lead to constraints so that
only certain kinds of graphs may support solutions. In [24], the “hypercube” and the “fan” graphs were identified to support
MTLZ models; several other graphs with not large numbers of vertices were analyzed but proved to have no solutions. It was
thus conjectured in [24] that the hypercubes, the fans and graphs corresponding to direct products of these models are the only
graphs that support MTLZ models. However, as the number of possible graphs increases drastically with the number of vertices,
complete analysis on all possible graphs with increasing number of vertices seems to require tremendous amounts of work.

In this work, we prove two “no-go rules” which say that graphs containing certain kinds of structures do not support MTLZ
models. These rules significantly reduce the number of possible graphs that need be considered. We also present a method
to systematically classify graphs that may support solutions, which could serve as a guideline to find new MTLZ models, or
otherwise, as a way towards an ultimate proof of the conjecture that there are no MTLZ models other than the hypercubes, the
fans and their direct products.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II serves as an introduction to the MTLZ model and its graph representation. In
Section III, we prove the two no-go rules which strongly restrict structures of graphs that could host MTLZ models. In Section
IV, we explore consequences of the no-go rules by analyzing possible graphs with given numbers of states, and show that for
graphs with no more than 9 states, there are no other MTLZ models besides the square, the cube and the fans. We also propose
a scheme to systematically classify graphs that could possibly host solvable models. Conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. BASICS FOR MULTITIME LANDAU-ZENER MODEL

Before presenting the no-go rules, we will give an introduction to the MTLZ model and its graph representation. It is a brief
summary of the results in [24] (citation to [24] will not be specified in later parts of this section), and the readers interested in
the whole story are referred to [24].

A. Definition of the model

The multistate Landau-Zener (LZ) model is described by a Schrödinger equation with a linearly time-dependent Hamiltonian:

i
d

dt
ψ = H(t)ψ, H(t) = A+Bt, (1)

where A and B are Hermitian N × N matrices, ψ is a vector with N components, and ~ is set to 1. At N = 2, it is the
two-state LZ model [2–5], which is exactly solvable (namely, transition probabilities between asymptotic states for the evolution
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from t = −∞ to t = ∞ can be obtained analytically), whereas at a larger N , solution of the model (1) with general choice of
parameters hasn’t been found. However, according to [22], a multistate LZ model may be solvable if its Hamiltonian in (1) is
one of a family of Hamiltonians Hj (j = 1, . . . ,M , M > 1), and this family satisfies certain “integrability conditions”. These
conditions are derived by requiring consistency of the “multitime Schrödinger equations”:

i∂ψ(x)/∂xj = Hj(x)ψ(x), j = 1, . . . ,M, M > 1, (2)

where the vector ψ(x) and the Hamiltonians Hj depend on the “time-vector” x = (x1, . . . , xM ). The parameter x1 can be
identified with the physical time t, and H1 the multistate LZ Hamiltonian H(t) in (1). For real matrices Hj the integrability
conditions are:

[Hi, Hj ] = 0, (3)

∂Hi/∂x
j = ∂Hj/∂x

i, i, j = 1, . . . ,M. (4)

To obtain a multitime Landau-Zener (MTLZ) model, we further require the Hamiltonians Hj(x) to be linear in x =
(x1, . . . , xM ), namely,

Hj(x) = Bkjx
k +Aj , j, k = 1, . . . ,M, (5)

where Bkj , Aj are real symmetric matrices and summations over repeated upper and lower indices are assumed. Note that, with
the linear Hamiltonians (5), each of the equations in (2) can be viewed as an multistate LZ model of the form (1) if we identify xj

with t. It is for this reason that the system of equations (2) with the set of Hamiltonians of the form (5) was named the multitime
Landau-Zener model.

In [19], it was proved that any multistate LZ model that can be generated from such a family (5) can be exactly solved. In
[24], an approach to classify such solvable models was developed with the help of presenting the parameters as data on graphs,
which we are going to describe in the next subsection.

B. MTLZ families on graphs

Substitutions of Eq. (5) into (3) and (4) give matrix relations for an MTLZ family:

Bkj = Bjk, [Bjk, Blm] = 0, (6)
[Bsj , Ak]− [Bsk, Aj ] = 0, (7)
[Aj , Ak] = 0, k, j, l,m, s = 1, . . .M, (8)

Note that the lower indices are not indices of matrix elements but rather indices that enumerate independent Hamiltonians in an
MTLZ family. We will call the number of independent Hamiltonians, M , the dimension of the MTLZ family. Eq. (6) indicates
that all matrices Bjk can be diagonalized simultaneously in some orthonormal basis set, which we will call the diabatic states.

To a given MTLZ family we associate an undirected graph Γ = (Γ0,Γ1), whose vertices a ∈ Γ0 (a = 1, . . . , N ) represent the
diabatic basis states and edges ab ∈ Γ1 correspond to the nonzero couplings between the diabatic states. The parameters of this
MTLZ family are presented by three types of data on this graph:

1. Quadratic form Λa on a vertex a. Let Λakj , a = 1, . . . , N be eigenvalues of the matrices Bkj . To each vertex a we associate
a quadratic form

Λa = Λajkdx
j ⊗ dxk, (9)

where “⊗” denotes the tensor direct product.
2. Linear form Aab on an edge ab. The nonzero couplings Aabj will be considered as j-components of a linear form

Aab = Aba = Aabj dx
j . (10)

3. Antisymmetric parameter γab = −γba 6= 0 on an edge ab. We also define explicitly its sign sab (namely, γab = sab|γab|).
The conditions (6)-(8) can be presented conveniently in terms of these three kinds of data. First, Since Bkj = Bjk due to

Eq. (6), we have the symmetric property Λajk = Λakj . Second, the condition (7) implies that the introduced data satisfy

γab(Λa − Λb) = Aab ⊗Aab. (11)
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This relation means that if Aab’s and γab’s are known, Λa’s are also determined (up to an additional constant). We introduce the
rescaled forms

Āab =
Aab√
|γab|

, (12)

so that Eq. (11) can be written as:

Λa − Λb = sabĀ
ab ⊗ Āab. (13)

It then follows the “cycle property” for any cycle a1a2 . . . ak−1aka1 in the graph:

k∑
l=1

sal,al+1
Āal,al+1 ⊗ Āal,al+1 = 0, (14)

where we identity ak+1 with a1 that appears in the summation. Third, the condition (8) implies that for any two vertices
a, b ∈ Γ0 that have distance 2 (the distance between two vertices in a graph is the length of a shortest path between the two
vertices), the following “multipath property” is satisfied:

ac,bc∈Γ1∑
c∈Γ0

√
|γacγbc|Āac ∧ Ābc = 0, (15)

where “∧” denotes the skew symmetric tensor product (the wedge product), and the summation goes over all length-2 paths in
the graph that connect the vertices a and b.

To summarize, the condition (6) was resolved automatically by going to the diabatic basis by and requiring symmetry of Λjk,
and the cycle property (14) and the multipath property (15) are equivalent to the conditions (7) and (8), respectively. Thus, for
an MTLZ family, the two properties (14) and (15) are completely equivalent to the general integrability conditions (3) and (4).

In addition to the integrability conditions, we make one more requirement for the MTLZ family being considered, what we
call the good family property: for any pair of distinct edges ac, bc ∈ Γ1 that share a vertex c, the forms Aac and Abc are linearly
independent: Aac ∧ Abc 6= 0. This property can be shown to be equivalent to the requirement that the Hamiltonians have no
triple or higher order crossings of directly coupled diabatic levels at one point (namely, they have only pairwise crossings). The
multistate LZ models with simultaneous multiple diabatic level crossings are interesting on their own [27], but they are likely
derivable as limits of models with only pairwise crossings.

The two properties (14) and (15) together with the good family property put constraints on the graphs which may support
solutions. In particular, a graph for an MTLZ model should have the following properties:

1. (length-2 path property) Any pair of edges that share a vertex belongs to at least one length-4 cycle. Or equivalently, if two
vertices are connected by a length-2 path, there must be at least two such length-2 paths.

2. (no 3-cycle property) The graph must not have length-3 cycles.
The program for how to retrieve solvable families for a given graph goes as follows. First, we check whether the above

“length-2 path” and “no 3-cycle” properties are satisfied. If not, then there is no solvable family for this graph. Otherwise, we
take the following steps: 1) We first choose the orientations on the graph, namely, fixing the sign sab on every edge α = {a, b}.
These signs can be conveniently represented by adding arrows on edges in the original undirected graph, so it becomes a directed
graph. We draw an arrow from a to b if sab = −1, and an arrow from b to a if sab = 1. 2) We further identify the solutions
of Eq. (14), viewed as a system of bilinear equations on the forms Āα. Generally, solution of Eq. (14) is not unique but rather
depends on free parameters, which we will call rapidities. 3) Once Āα are identified, we find the solutions of Eq. (15), viewed as
a system of bilinear equations for

√
|γab|. Again, the solution may not determine all |γab| uniquely, so some of them become free

parameters of the model. At this stage, having Eq. (12), we can reconstruct couplings of the Hamiltonians, which will depend
on rapidities and |γab|. 4) Finally, the quadratic forms Λa associated with the vertices are obtained with Eq. (11). Again, this
equation may not fix all Λa. The parameters that describe this freedom also become free parameters of the MTLZ Hamiltonians.

We note that the set of relations (6)-(8) for MTLZ families is very similar to that for the “type M families” [28] which are
introduced to classify families of mutually commuting operators linear in a single parameter. It would be interesting to try to
apply the method used in [28] to study MTLZ models.

C. Properties of the 4-cycle graph

According to the “length-2 path” and “no 3-cycle” properties, the simplest and most fundamental structure in a graph for an
MTLZ model is a length-4 cycle (4-cycle for short) that consists of 4 distinct edges, as shown in Fig. 1. We can call this graph a
“square”. It turns out that this graph can take only two types of orientations (directions of arrows) that satisfy the cycle property
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FIG. 1. Graphs of a 4-cycle (a square, or K2,2), with two types of orientations: (a) non-bipartite; (b) bipartite.

(14), which we call the “non-bipartite orientation” and the “bipartite orientation” (note that here “bipartite” is different from that
in “bipartite graph” to be introduced in Section IIIA – here it is defined for a directed length-4 cycle, whereas in Section IIIA it
is defined for an undirected graph. To eliminate changes of ambiguity, we will always write “orientation” after “non-bipartite”
or “bipartite” when we are referring to directed length-4 cycles).

The non-bipartite orientation is shown in Fig. 1(a). The vertices 1 and 2 are a “source” and a “sink”, respectively. Namely,
they are the origin and the destination of all arrows that are connected to them, respectively. The other vertices 2 and 3 are
“intermediate”, meaning that they are neither sources or sinks. For this orientation, the Āab forms are related by a pseudo-
orthogonal transformation:

Ā24 = p
(
coshϑĀ13 − r sinhϑĀ14

)
,

Ā23 = p
(
sinhϑĀ13 − r coshϑĀ14

)
, (16)

where p = ±1, r = ±1, and ϑ is a free real parameter called a “rapidity”. From this follows two relations of wedge products:

Ā23 ∧ Ā24 = rĀ13 ∧ Ā14, Ā14 ∧ Ā24 = rĀ13 ∧ Ā23. (17)

The bipartite orientation is shown in Fig. 1(b). The vertices 1 and 2 are sources, and the vertices 3 and 4 are sinks. Again, the
Āab forms are related by a pseudo-orthogonal transformation:

Ā24 = p
(
r sinhϑĀ13 + coshϑĀ14

)
,

Ā23 = p
(
r coshϑĀ13 + sinhϑĀ14

)
. (18)

From this follows two relations of wedge products:

Ā23 ∧ Ā24 = rĀ13 ∧ Ā14, Ā14 ∧ Ā24 = −rĀ13 ∧ Ā23. (19)

Note that the signs for these two wedge product relations are different for the bipartite orientation, whereas those signs are the
same for the non-bipartite orientation.

Derivations of the results above for the two types of orientations use only the cycle property (14). Thus, it applies to any
4-cycle that appears in a graph, which may include other vertices and edges besides the considered 4-cycle. The multipath
property (15), on the other hand, requires knowledge of the entire graph, since adding new vertices and edges can bring in more
paths, and thus more terms of wedge products in (15). This observation will be useful later when we derive the no-go rules.

If we now consider a 4-cycle (Fig. 1) as an entire graph, then the multipath property (15) gives:√
|γ13γ23|Ā13 ∧ Ā23 +

√
|γ14γ24|Ā14 ∧ Ā24 = 0,√

|γ13γ14|Ā13 ∧ Ā14 +
√
|γ23γ24|Ā23 ∧ Ā24 = 0. (20)

These two equations can be satisfied only if Ā13 ∧ Ā23 = −Ā14 ∧ Ā24 and Ā13 ∧ Ā14 = −Ā23 ∧ Ā24 are simultaneously
satisfied. This is possible for the non-bipartite orientation with r = −1, but not possible for the bipartite orientation. Thus, if a
4-cycle graph is an entire graph, it must be of the non-bipartite orientation.

III. NO-GO RULES

The “length-2 path” and the “no 3-cycle” properties restrict the graphs that may support solutions. However, the number of
possible graphs satisfying these two properties still increases rapidly as the number of vertices N increases. (For example, see
Tables 1 and 2 in the next section, which shows that the numbers of possible graphs are 4 for N = 7 and 14 for N = 8.)
Therefore, complete analysis on all possible graphs with increasing number of vertices seems to require large amounts of work.
In this section, we prove two “no-go” rules that forbid existence of certain structures that can appear in a graph that may support
solutions. We will see that these rules significantly reduce the number of possible graphs that may host MTLZ models.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2. The graphs appear in the statement of the no-go rules: (a) the complete bipartite graph K3,3; (2) the layer graph “1221”.

A. Statements of the no-go rules

Let’s first recall some definitions in graph theory (see, for example, [29]). A graph is defined as a pair of sets whose elements
are vertices and edges connecting the vertices, respectively. According to this definition, two graphs are identical if they have the
same number of vertices and the same structure of edges connecting the vertices. A graph is called a subgraph of another graph
if the two sets of the former are subsets of those of the latter, respectively. A graph is called a bipartite graph if its vertices can
be separated into two groups such that any two vertices in the same group are not connected by an edge. A bipartite graph is said
to be complete bipartite if any two vertices in the two different groups are connected by an edge. A complete bipartite graph is
denoted byKm,n, withm and n being the numbers of vertices in the two groups. Besides the above standard definitions in graph
theory, we also introduce a “layer graph” notation: we call a graph a “layer graph” if the vertices are grouped into a sequence of
“layers”, where any vertex in a layer can be connected only to vertices in adjacent layers (i.e. not connected to vertices within
the same layer and not connected to layers farther away). If such a graph is in addition maximally connected (i.e. any vertex in
a layer is connected to all vertices in neighboring layers), we will name it by the series of numbers of vertices in this sequence
of layers. For example, the graph shown in Fig. 2(b) will be called an “1221” graph, where the number of vertices in each layers
should to be read from left to right.

For simplicity, we will call a graph “solvable” if it supports MTLZ models. We now state the no-go rules for solvable graphs,
to be proved in the next two subsections:

1. No K3,3 rule: a solvable graph must not contain K3,3 (as shown Fig. 2(a)) as a subgraph.

2. No 1221 rule: If a solvable graph contains an 1221 layer graph as a subgraph (as shown Fig. 2(b)), there must be at least
one more distinct length-2 path in the entire graph that connects the first and the third layer or the second and the fourth layer in
this 1221 subgraph.

The “no K3,3” rule forbids the existence of any K3,3 subgraph in a solvable graph. For example, any Km,n graph with m ≥ 3
and n ≥ 3 is not solvable, since it contains K3,3 as a subgraph. The “no 1221” rule, on the other hand, does not forbid the
existence of an 1221 layer subgraph in a graph, but it says that such a subgraph must be accompanied by at least one additional
path as described in the rule. Note that such a path requires the presence of at least one more vertex in the entire graph but not
in the 1221 subgraph. In general, the no K3,3 rule requires that a graph cannot be “too connected”, whereas the no 1221 rule
requires that it must be “connected enough”; they together form a “window” for the allowed graphs. As we will see in the next
section, these two no-go rules turn out to be strong restrictions to the possible graphs that may hold MTLZ models.

B. Proof of the “no K3,3” rule

We consider a K3,3 graph as shown in Fig. 3(a), with the vertices labelled by numbers from 1 to 6. The graph contains a
number of 4-cycles. Let’s look at one of them, say the 4-cycle formed by the vertices 1, 2, 4 and 5. We will denote it as 1425.
According to the results for a 4-cycle described in Section IIC, the Āab forms on its edges are related by two wedge product
relations:

Ā14 ∧ Ā24 = r1425Ā
15 ∧ Ā25, (21)

Ā14 ∧ Ā15 = r4152Ā
24 ∧ Ā25. (22)
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FIG. 3. (a) The undirected K3,3 graph. (b) and (c) are the possible orientations of the K3,3 graph: (b) with 2 sources and 1 sink; (c) with 3
sources and 3 sinks.

(The relative sign of Āab ∧ Ābc and Āad ∧ Ācd is denoted as rabcd.) The signs r1425 and r4152 are related according to the type
of orientation of this 4-cycle:

r1425 = r4152, if the cycle 1425 is of the non-bipartite orientation, (23)
r1425 = −r4152, if the cycle 1425 is of the bipartite orientation. (24)

Similarly, for the cycle 1426, we have

Ā14 ∧ Ā24 = r1426Ā
16 ∧ Ā26, (25)

Ā14 ∧ Ā16 = r4162Ā
24 ∧ Ā26, (26)

and for the cycle 1526, we have

Ā15 ∧ Ā25 = r1526Ā
16 ∧ Ā26, (27)

Ā15 ∧ Ā16 = r5162Ā
25 ∧ Ā26. (28)

Eqs. (21), (25) and (27) together imply that the three signs for the three 4-cycles involving vertices 1 and 2 are related by

r1425r1426r1526 = 1. (29)

Due to the symmetry of the vertices 1, 2 and 3, we can immediately write out the relation for the signs for the three 4-cycles
involving vertices 1 and 3:

r1435r1436r1536 = 1, (30)

and the relation for the signs for the three 4-cycles involving vertices 2 and 3:

r2435r2436r2536 = 1. (31)

Multiplying Eqs. (29), (30) and (31) together gives:

rleft ≡ r1425r1426r1526r1435r1436r1536r2435r2436r2536 = 1. (32)

Similar consideration on the 4-cycles involving a pair of vertices from 4, 5 and 6 gives:

rright ≡ r4152r4153r4253r4162r4163r4263r5162r5163r5263 = 1. (33)

We thus arrive at a relation:

rleft = rright = 1. (34)

This relation does not depend on the specific orientations of the 4-cycles in the graph. On the other hand, each of the 9 sign
factors appearing in rleft is related to a sign factor in rright by an equation similar to (23) or (24), depending on whether the
corresponding 4-cycle has a non-bipartite or bipartite orientation.

We now consider specific orientations of the graph. Up to the symmetry of permutation of indices and the symmetry of
simultaneous reversal of directions of all arrows in a graph, there are two possible kinds of orientations, shown in Fig. 3(b) and
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(c). In the case Fig. 3(b), among the 6 vertices there are 2 sources and 1 sink, and other 3 intermediate; in the case Fig. 3(c),
among the 6 vertices there are 3 sources and 3 sinks. For the 9 4-cycles contained in the graph (namely, cycles 1425, 1426, 1526,
1435, 1436, 1536, 2435, 2436, 2536), in the case Fig. 3(b), the 3 cycles 1425, 1426 and 1526 are of the bipartite orientation and
all others are of the non-bipartite orientation; in the case Fig. 3(c), all the 9 4-cycles are of the bipartite orientation. In both cases,
the numbers of 4-cycles in the bipartite orientation among the 9 4-cycles are odd. This means that, of the 9 relations between the
corresponding pairs of signs appearing in rleft (Eq. (32)) and rright (Eq. (33)), there is always an odd number of bipartite sign
relations like Eq. (24). This implies that

rleft = −rright. (35)

Eqs. (34) and (35) obviously contradict each other, so the considered K3,3 graph does not support a MTLZ model.
Finally, we note that the above argument uses only results from the cycle property and does not use the multipath property, so

it applies to any K3,3 structure that appears in a graph. Thus, any graph that contains K3,3 as a subgraph is not solvable.

C. Proof of the “no 1221” rule
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FIG. 4. (a) The undirected 1221 graph. (b) The 1221 graph where the cycle 2435 is of the non-bipartite orientation. (c) The 1221 graph where
the cycle 2435 is of the bipartite orientation.

We consider an 1221 graph as shown in Fig. 4(a), with the vertices labelled by numbers from 1 to 6. Similar to the derivation
of Eq. (29), the wedge product relations among Ā12 ∧ Ā13, Ā24 ∧ Ā34 and Ā25 ∧ Ā35 give:

r2134r2135 = r2435. (36)

And the wedge product relations among Ā24 ∧ Ā25, Ā34 ∧ Ā35 and Ā46 ∧ Ā56 give:

r4256r4356 = r4253. (37)

These two relations are valid for any choices of orientations of the 4-cycles in the graph.
The 4-cycle in the middle, namely, the cycle 2435, can take non-bipartite or bipartite orientations as shown in Fig. 4(b) and

(c), respectively. We will consider these two cases separately.
If the cycle 2435 is of the non-bipartite orientation (as in Fig. 4(b)), then we have

r2435 = r4253. (38)

For this case, the cycles 1243 and 1253 both have to be of the non-bipartite orientation, so

r1243 = r2134, r1253 = r2135. (39)

The orientations of the cycles 2465 and 3465 are not determined, but their orientations are related to each other – if one of the
two is of the non-bipartite orientation, then the other needs to be of the bipartite orientation, since in the cycle 2465 the vertex 2
is a source, whereas in the cycle 3465 the vertex 3 is a sink. We thus have the following relation for the sign factors:

r2465r3465 = −r4256r4356. (40)
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Combining Eqs. (36)–(40), we get:

r1243r1253r2465r3465 = −1. (41)

If the cycle 2435 is of the bipartite orientation (as in Fig. 4(c)), then we have

r2435 = −r4253. (42)

The orientations of the cycles 1243 and 1253 are not determined, but their orientations are related to each other – they need to
be simultaneously of the non-bipartite or the bipartite orientation, since in the cycle 1243 the vertex 4 is a sink, and in the cycle
3465 the vertex 3 is also a sink. We thus have:

r1243r1253 = r2134r2135. (43)

Similarly, the orientations of the cycles 2465 and 3465 are not determined, but they need to be simultaneously of the non-bipartite
or the bipartite orientation, since in the cycle 2465 the vertex 2 is a source, and in the cycle 3465 the vertex 3 is also a source.
We thus have:

r2465r3465 = r4256r4356. (44)

Combining Eqs. (36), (37) and (42)–(44), we get:

r1243r1253r2465r3465 = −1. (45)

Thus, we see that no matter the cycle 2435 is of the non-bipartite orientation or of the bipartite orientation, the relation

r1243r1253r2465r3465 = −1 (46)

is always satisfied. It’s important to note that the above analysis uses only the cycle property, so it applies to any 1221 structure
that appears in a graph. In other words, for any 1221 graph as a subgraph of a larger solvable graph, Eq. (46) always holds.

We now make use of the multipath property. Let’s assume that there is no more length-2 paths between the vertices 1 and 4
except the two paths 124 and 134, then the multipath property requires that:√

|γ12γ24|Ā12 ∧ Ā24 +
√
|γ13γ34|Ā13 ∧ Ā34 = 0, (47)

which can be satisfied only if

r1243 = −1. (48)

Similarly, if we also assume that there are no more length-2 paths between the vertices 1 and 5, between the vertices 2 and 6,
and between the vertices 3 and 6, we will have

r1253 = −1, r2465 = −1, r3465 = −1. (49)

The if there is no more length-2 paths between the vertices 1 and 4, between 1 and 5, between 2 and 6, and between 3 and 6, we
will have

r1243r1253r2465r3465 = 1, (50)

which contradicts the previously proved relation (46). Since (46) is supposed to hold for any 1221 subgraph in a solvable graph,
this means that the assumptions above must not be all true. To satisfy (46), at least one signs of r1243, r1253, r2465 and r3465

need to be 1, which means that the corresponding two vertices need to have at least one more length-2 path besides the two paths
appeared in the 1221 layer graph. Therefore, in the entire graph that contains this 1221 layer graph, there must be at least one
more distinct length-2 path that connects the vertices 1 and 4, or 1 and 5, or 2 and 6, or 3 and 6.

IV. APPLICATION OF THE NO-GO RULES

In this section, we are going to apply the no-go rules to graphs with given numbers of states. We will see that they put very
strong restrictions on structures of graphs that could host MTLZ models. In particular, we will show that for graphs with no
more than 9 states, there are no other MTLZ models besides the square, the cube and the fans, with only one possible exception.
We will also propose a scheme to systematically classify graphs that could possibly host MTLZ models.
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TABLE I. All possible connected graphs with N ≤ 7 vertices that satisfy the “length-2 path” and the “no 3-cycle” properties. Names of these
graphs follow from the notations introduced at the beginning of Section IIIA for complete bipartite graphs Km,n and for layer graphs.

N = 2 K1,1:

N = 4 K2,2:

N = 5 K2,3:

N = 6 K2,4: K3,3: 1221:

N = 7 K2,5: K3,4: 1222: 1231:

A. Graphs with N ≤ 8 vertices

In Tables 1 and 2, we list all the graphs with N ≤ 8 vertices which are connected and satisfy the “length-2 path” and the “no
3-cycle” properties stated near the end of Section IIB. We make the requirement of connectedness since disconnected graphs
correspond to models with decoupled sets of states, and they can be constructed trivially from connected graphs. We can see that
the number of such graphs increases rapidly with the number of verticesN . Several of these graphs correspond to MTLZ models
that are previously identified, and some other graphs have been checked in [24] to have no solutions. The K1,1 graph (in the
first row of Table 1) is the well-known two-state LZ model that was solved in the 1930s [2–5]. Other solvable graphs are named
“square”, “cube”, and “fans”. The K2,2 graph (in the second row of Table 1) corresponds to a solvable 4-state model which was
first discovered in [11]; its another phase was later identified in [13]. In [24] it was called the “square” model. The 8-state “cube”
graph (the last graph in the first row of Table 2) was considered in detail in [24]. The square and cube graphs are special cases of
the “hypercube” graph [24], a graph that can be constructed by a direct product of a number D ≥ 2 of two-state LZ models (The
two-state LZ model itself can also be viewed as the D = 1 section of the hypercubes). The K2,n (n = 3, . . . , 6) graphs (each
first graph of the 5 ≤ N ≤ 8 graphs in Tables 1 and 2) belong to the “fan” model discovered in [19]. Except the hypercubes, the
fans and models constructed by their direct products, other MTLZ models have not been found. It was conjectured in [24] that
there are just no more such MTLZ models, but it is difficult to prove this given the large number of possible graphs.

We now apply the no-go rules on the graphs in Tables 1 and 2 with N ≤ 8 vertices. It’s easy to see that the graphs K3,3, K3,4,
1231, K3,5, K4,4, cube+2, cube+3, 1232, 1232−1, 1322, 1241 are forbidden by the “no K3,3” rule, and the graphs 1221, 1222,
1223, 2222, 12221 are forbidden by the “no 1221” rule. The graphs K2,2, K2,n (n = 3, . . . , 6) and cube are allowed by the two
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TABLE II. All possible connected graphs with N = 8 vertices that satisfy the “length-2 path” and the “no 3-cycle” properties. Names of these
graphs follow from the notations introduced at the beginning of Section IIIA for complete bipartite graphs Km,n and for layer graphs (except
that the cube, cube+1, cube+2, and cube+3 graphs are a 3-dimensional cube and cubes with one, two and three edges added, respectively;
the 1232− 1 graph is the 1232 graph with one edge removed).

K2,6: K3,5: K4,4: cube:

cube+1: cube+2: cube+3:

1223: 1232: 1232−1:

1322: 1241:

2222: 12221:

no-go rules, and they indeed support MTLZ models as described before. There is only one exception: the cube+1 graph is also
allowed by the two rules, but detailed analysis shows that it does not support a solution. Thus, we conclude that for graphs with
no more than 8 states, the square, the cube and the fans indeed are the only solvable graphs.

The above application of the no-go rules on graphs with N ≤ 8 shows that these rules are powerful in identifying graphs
which have no solutions. In fact, some graphs in Tables 1 and 2 were considered in [24]. The 1221, K3,3, 2222 graphs, named
“square with ears”, “Mobius ladder” and “double-fan” respectively in [24], were proven to have no solutions. The cube+2 and
cube+3 graphs were also considered in [24]; no solutions were found but there wasn’t a proof that these two graphs do not
support solutions. Now by the no-go rules, we can quickly judge that all these graphs are not solvable.

We expect that the no-go rules are also powerful in searching of new MTLZ models since they help ruling out a large number
of graphs with no solutions. In the next subsection we are going to discuss this point.
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B. A scheme of graph classification

For larger graphs with N ≥ 9 vertices, are there new MTLZ models? According to the above analysis on N ≤ 8 graphs,
although many graphs are forbidden by the no-go rules, there can still be graphs like the cube+1 graph which are allowed by the
no-go rules and does not belong to the hypercubes, the fans or their direct products. Whether such graphs can support solvable
models require further investigation. Here, we are going to describe a scheme of classification of possible graphs at anyN which
allows convenient usage of the no-go rules. This scheme can serve as a guideline of the search of MTLZ models.

The scheme is based on the “layer graph” notation introduced at the beginning of Section III. Let’s consider graphs with a
fixed vertex number N . We first classify them in terms of their diameters d [30]. A graph with a given diameter d can be drawn
as a layer graph with d+ 1 layers – we call them the 0th layer, the 1st layer to the dth layer. We next fix the numbers of vertices
in each layer, which we denote as N0, N1, . . . , Nd for the 0th, the 1st up to the dth layer, with N0 + N1 + . . . + Nd = N . We
then consider all possibilities of edges connecting adjacent layers. The distribution of vertices and edges should be allowed by
the no-go rules and should also satisfy the “length-2 path” property. Such a scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5. Illustration of the scheme of graph classification for MTLZ models. The upper panel is a flowchart of this scheme, and the lower panel
is an example of identification of a specific graph by applying this scheme.

The above scheme needs justification in two places. First, does it enumerate all possible graphs? This amounts to the question
that if any graph can be drawn as a layer graph. The answer is actually no – a graph can be drawn as a layer graph if and only if
it is bipartite. We can see this by simple arguments: a layer graph is bipartite since we can always put all the layers with even
indices in a group and all the layers with odd indices in another group; conversely, a bipartite graph can always be drawn as a
layer graph with two layers, each layer corresponding to each of the two groups. So the scheme enumerates all bipartite graphs
but does not take into account any non-bipartite graphs [31]. It turns out that for graphs with vertices not more than 10, this is
not an issue – there is simply no non-bipartite graphs with N ≤ 10 which are solvable. A theorem in the graph theory states that
a graph is bipartite if and only if it does not contain any odd cycle, namely, a cycle of odd length [29]. For graphs for MTLZ
models, by the “no 3-cycle” property 3-cycles cannot exist, so the minimal length of an odd cycle is 5. Starting from a 5-cycle,
one finds that to satisfy the “length-2 path” property more vertices must be added, and the minimal model is a “double-pentagon”
graph with N = 10 vertices. This graph was considered in [24] and proved to be not solvable. Here we can easily arrive at
this proof, since this graph is forbidden by the no 1221 rule. (The same goes for a general “double-polygon” graph with cycles
of lengths longer than 5.) It is not difficult to see that any other non-bipartite graph must contain more than 10 vertices, so no
N ≤ 10 non-bipartite graphs are solvable.

Second, can any bipartite graph with diameter d be drawn as a layer graph with d+ 1 layers? The answer is positive since we
can construct such a layer graph in a definite way. We first choose a length-d path in the graph and put one of its ending vertex
(let’s call it v) in the 0th layer. Then we put any other vertex a with distance dv,a from the vertex v to be in the dv,ath layer. To
prove that the graph constructed in this way is a layer graph, we need to show that any two vertices not in adjacent layers are
not connected by an edge, namely, any two different vertices a and b in the dv,ath and dv,bth layers do not have an edge between
them if |dv,a − dv,b| ≥ 2 or if dv,a = dv,b. By the construction, their distances from vertex v are dv,a and dv,b, respectively.
Assume without loss of generality that dv,a ≥ dv,b. If dv,a − dv,b ≥ 2, then if a and b are connected by an edge, there will be a
path from v through b to a with length dv,b + 1. Since dv,a − dv,b ≥ 2, this length is a number not larger than dv,a − 1, so this
contradicts the assumption that the distance between the vertices a and v is dv,a. If dv,a = dv,b, then if a and b are connected
by an edge, there will be a cycle from v through a through b to v, which length is dv,a + dv,b + 1 = 2dv,a + 1, an odd number.
This contradicts the assumption that the considered graph is bipartite, since any graph which has an odd cycle is non-bipartite
[29]. Therefore, any two vertices a and b with |dv,a − dv,b| ≥ 2 or dv,a = dv,b must not have an edge between them, and the
constructed graph is a layer graph. Note that when applying such a construction procedure the ways of representation of a graph
as a layer graph may not be unique, since a graph with diameter d may contain more than one length-d paths. This leads to extra
work when enumerating possible graphs, but it is not a big issue – it is more important that the procedure indeed enumerates all
the possibilities, and no graphs will be missed.
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Such a “layer graph” scheme turns out to be convenient for application of the no-go rules and also the “length-2 path” and “no
3-cycle” properties. The “no 3-cycle” property is automatically satisfied due to our definition of a layer graph. The “length-2
path” property requires that any “inner” layers (any layer except the 0th or the dth layer) must contain at least 2 vertices, namely,
N1, . . . , Nd−1 ≥ 2. The no 1221 rule requires that two adjacent inner layers must not both have 2 vertices, namely, the sequence
N0N1 . . . Nd must not contain “. . . 22 . . .” parts. The noK3,3 rule further requires that a layer with at least 3 vertices must not be
too connected to its adjacent layers. Given any layer graph, one can quickly judge whether the above requirements are satisfied,
and thus whether the graph is possible to host MTLZ models. Furthermore, the scheme is systematic and simple enough and we
expect that it can be conveniently automated by computer programming.

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. All possible connected graphs with N = 9 vertices that satisfy the “length-2 path” property, the “no 3-cycle” property and are allowed
by the no-go rules.

Applying the above classification scheme, we’ve drawn out all possible graphs for N = 9 and N = 10. For N = 9 we
find only two graphs that are allowed by the no-go rules, as shown in Fig. 6. However, detailed analysis, which we present in
the appendix, shows that these two graph do not support solutions either. Therefore, we arrive at the conclusion that for MTLZ
models with no more than 9 states, besides the hypercubes and the fans, there are no solvable graphs. For N = 10 the number
of allowed graph is much larger – we find 15 graphs. Whether these graphs may support solutions requires future study.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

We studied a class of exactly solvable quantum many-body models, named the multitime Landau-Zener (MTLZ) model,
which is multitstate and multitime generalization of the two-state Landau-Zener model. Parameters of an MTLZ model can be
represented as certain types of data on a graph. We proved two no-go rules which strongly restrict structures of graphs that could
host MTLZ models. We then applied the no-go rules to show that for models with no more than 9 states, besides the hypercubes
and the fans discovered previously, there are no other MTLZ models. We also proposed a scheme to systematically classify
graphs that could possibly support MTLZ models, which could serve as a guideline to look for new MTLZ models.

It remains an open question whether there are new MTLZ models with N > 9 states; future work could start with analysis on
models with N = 10 states. It is also interesting to look for new no-go rules for graphs of MTLZ models that are independent
of the two no-go rules presented here. It’s possible that they do exist, but the structures of the involved graphs may be more
complicated and applications of them may not be as easy as the two rules presented here. Studies along this line may lead to
discoveries of new solvable models or, in the opposite direction, an ultimate proof of the conjecture that the solvable graphs
currently found (the hypercubes, the fans and graphs corresponding to direct products of these models) are the only graphs that
support MTLZ models.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF NO SOLUTIONS IN TWO GRAPHS WITH N = 9

In this appendix, we prove that two certain graphs with N = 9 which are allowed by the no-go rules are still not solvable,
namely, they do not support MTLZ models.

A. Proof for the graph in Fig. 6(a)

1
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4

5

6

7

8

9

FIG. A1. The graph in Fig. 6(a) with vertices labelled by numbers from 1 to 9.

FIG. A1 is the same as Fig. 6(a), but with vertices labelled by numbers. We first consider the 4-cycle formed by the vertices
2, 5, 6 and 8, i.e. the cycle 2568. The wedge product relations of Āab forms on its edges read:

Ā25 ∧ Ā58 = r2586Ā
26 ∧ Ā68, (A1)

Ā25 ∧ Ā26 = r5268Ā
58 ∧ Ā68. (A2)

The length-2 path condition between vertices 2 and 8 further requires that r2586 = −1. For the cycle 2569, due to the equivalence
of vertices 8 and 9, we can get

Ā25 ∧ Ā26 = r5269Ā
59 ∧ Ā69, r2596 = −1. (A3)

For the cycle 5869, we have

Ā58 ∧ Ā68 = r5869Ā
59 ∧ Ā69, (A4)

Ā58 ∧ Ā59 = r8596Ā
68 ∧ Ā69. (A5)

The above wedge product relations among Ā25 ∧ Ā26, Ā58 ∧ Ā68 and Ā59 ∧ Ā69 imply that

r5268r5269r5869 = 1. (A6)

Similarly, for the cycles 6478, 6479 and 6879, the wedge product relations among Ā46 ∧ Ā47, Ā68 ∧ Ā78 and Ā69 ∧ Ā79 suggest
that

r6478r6479r6879 = 1. (A7)

The length-2 path conditions between 4 and 8 and between 4 and 9 give r4687 = r4697 = −1. And for the cycles 5378, 5379
and 5879, the wedge product relations among Ā35 ∧ Ā37, Ā58 ∧ Ā78 and Ā59 ∧ Ā79 suggest that

r5378r5379r5879 = 1. (A8)

The length-2 path conditions between 3 and 8 and between 3 and 9 give r3587 = r3597 = −1. Finally, for the cycles 5869, 6879
and 5879, the wedge product relations among Ā58 ∧ Ā59, Ā68 ∧ Ā69 and Ā78 ∧ Ā79 suggest that

r8596r8697r8597 = 1. (A9)

Multiplying Eqs. (A6), (A7), (A8), (A9) and the above identified signs r2586 = r2596 = r4687 = r4697 = r3587 = r3597 =
−1, we get

r5268r2586r5269r2596r6478r4687r6479r4697r5378r3587r5379r3597r5869r8596r6879r8697r5879r8597 = 1. (A10)
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This relation involves 18 signs for the 9 cycles 2568, 2596, 4687, 4697, 3587, 3597, 5869, 6879 and 5879. It does not depend on
specific orientations of the 4-cycles in the graph. Recall that the two signs rabcd and rbadc corresponding to a cycle abcd have
different relations according to the orientation of the cycle:

rabcdrbadc = 1, if the cycle abcd is of the non-bipartite orientation, (A11)
rabcdrbadc = −1, if the cycle abcd is of the bipartite orientation. (A12)

Therefore, Eq. (A10) requires that the number of cycles in the bipartite orientation among the 9 cycles is even.
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FIG. A2. All possible cases of orientations for the cycles 2568, 2596, 4687, 4697, 3587, 3597, 5869, 6879, 5879.

We now consider specific orientations of these 9 cycles. It turns out that up to symmetry of vertices there are 8 possible cases,
as shown in FIG. A2. By direct counting we see that in all these cases the numbers of cycles in the bipartite orientation among
these 9 cycles are odd. This means that for all cases we have

r5268r2586r5269r2596r6478r4687r6479r4697r5378r3587r5379r3597r5869r8596r6879r8697r5879r8597 = −1. (A13)

Eqs. (A10) and (A13) are contradictory, so the graph in Fig. A1 is not solvable.

B. Proof for the graph in Fig. 6(b)

FIG. A3(a) is the same as Fig. 6(b), but with vertices labelled by numbers. It can be drawn as FIG. A3(b) (with vertices
renumbered) which illustrates the high symmetry of the vertices. We first look at the fan subgraphs with 5 vertices in this graph
– there are 10 such subgraphs. For the fan made by the vertices 1, 6, 9, 8 and 3, the wedge product relations among Ā16 ∧ Ā18,
Ā36 ∧ Ā38 and Ā69 ∧ Ā89 gives

r6189r6389r6183 = 1. (A14)

The multipath property (15) between vertices 6 and 8 reads:√
|γ16γ18|Ā16 ∧ Ā18 +

√
|γ69γ89|Ā69 ∧ Ā89 +

√
|γ36γ38|Ā36 ∧ Ā38 = 0, (A15)
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FIG. A3. (a) The graph in Fig. 6(b) with vertices labelled by numbers from 1 to 9. (b) A graph equivalent to (a) which illustrates the symmetry
of the vertices. Note that the labels have been renumbered and do not correspond to those in (a).

which means that r6189, r6389 and r6183 cannot be all 1. In combination with Eq. (A14), we see that two of the three sign factors
r6189, r6389 and r6183 should be −1, and one of them is 1. For all other fan subgraphs with 5 vertices, similar argument gives

r1596r1598r1698 = 1, (A16)
r3697r3897r3698 = 1, (A17)
r5279r5479r5274 = 1, (A18)
r2596r2697r2597 = 1, (A19)
r4598r4798r4597 = 1, (A20)
r5169r5269r5162 = 1, (A21)
r6279r6379r6273 = 1, (A22)
r8379r7489r7384 = 1, (A23)
r5189r5489r5184 = 1, (A24)

where for each equation two of the three sign factors should be −1, and one of them 1. Next, the multipath property applied
between any pair of vertices among 1, 2, 3 and 4 give:

r1638 = r2547 = r1526 = r2637 = r3748 = r1548 = −1. (A25)

Combining Eqs. (A14) and (A16) – (A25), we get:

r1596r5169r1598r5189r3697r6379r3897r8379r2596r5269r2697r6279r4598r5489r4798r7489r1698r6189

r3698r6389r1638r6183r2597r5279r4597r5479r2547r5274r1526r5162r2637r6273r3748r7384r1548r5184 = 1. (A26)

This relation involves the 36 signs for all the 4-cycles in the graph – there are 18 such cycles. Eq. (A26) requires that the number
of cycles in the bipartite orientation among these cycles 18 is even.

We now consider specific orientations in this graph. There are 8 cases, as shown in FIG. A4. In cases (a) and (b), the numbers
of cycles in the bipartite orientation among all the 18 4-cycles are odd, so Eq. (A26) is not satisfied and we can immediately
conclude that these two cases do not support solutions. In the remaining 6 cases Eq. (A26) is satisfied, but detailed analysis still
lead to contradictions. Once orientations are specified, we can determine a large number of sign factors through the relations
mentioned above. For example, for case (c) the analysis goes as follows. The cycle 1526 is bipartite, so from r1526 = −1 we
get r5162 = 1. Using Eq. (A21), we get r5169 = r5269 = −1. Since the cycle 5269 is bipartite, we get r2596 = 1. By Eq. (A19)
we next get r2697 = r2597 = −1. Since the cycle 2697 is non-bipartite, we have r6279 = −1. The cycle 2637 is non-bipartite,
so from r2637 = −1 we get r6273 = −1. Eq. (A22) then requires that r6379 = 1. The cycle 6379 is non-bipartite, so r3697 = 1,
and we get r3897 = r3698 = −1 by Eq. (A17). On the other hand, since the cycle 3748 is bipartite, from r3748 = −1 we have
r3748 = 1, and then r8379 = r7489 = −1 by Eq. (A23). And since the cycle 8379 is bipartite, we get r3897 = 1. This contradicts
the previously obtained r3897 = −1, so case (c) does not support a solution. A similar argument for each of the rest cases (d) –
(h) leads to contradictions. So we conclude that this graph in Fig. A3 is not solvable.
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